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Made in Germany

Solid helper

Shampoo Trolley

Technical specifications:Description:

/// handmade
/// solid construction
/// super stable
/// durable
/// timeless design
/// expandable

Another project, which originated from a request, is 
called #shawagen. The aim was to develop a stable 
shampoo trolley, primarily for use on freestanding 
wash columns.

The completely made of steel trolley consists of one 
solid part plus castors. The black powder coating is 
very robust, alternative colors are possible on request 
at any time!

There is space for 7 bottles on the top level of the 
trolley. With 5 guides in ø 10 cm and 2 in ø 12 cm, 
all common bottles are securely held in place. All 
around are recessed grips, where the massive trolley 
can be pulled „wobble-free“ through the salon. The 
recessed grips are also suitable as a towel holder. 
Hair treatments, etc. can be placed on the second 
level. The lowest level is universally usable, e.g. for 
towels, shampoo supplies or utensils.

With the optional divisions find used towels (2/3) 
and waste (1/3) their separate place. The optional 

magnetic hooks allow hanging smaller garbage bags.

The shampoo trolley is equipped with 4 high quality 
Steinco castors. Each of the 4 castors can be braked 
individually and thus the car can be firmly fixed in one 
place.

Its sturdiness and longevity, the clear design and the 
many expansion options make this shampoo trolley 
something very special..
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Scan the QR code 
for further information 
on our website!


